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Epic combo redux

Random Game Click here to be taken to a random snatch game (3386 votes) Help stickman to break loads of tortoise ship in Epic Combo Redux, the strange sequence, the fun-additional action game. Use the attacking legendary combinations as you get money for awisome improvements and more
weapons. So much fun! Controller: Arrow = Move, Space = Hit Adjust screen size 100% Reset Make Us Can Use Cookies to help customize your experience, including making game analytics and serving ads. Learn More offline Ferret 9,342 bard posts Posted January 18, '13 9:00pm UTC Wire this is a
place to discuss request for epic Combo Redux. Here is a list of the actual requests available for this tortoise-breaking game... Wines for One Earn a 20 or higher combo, buy a maximum in one upgrade. Struggling: EasyCombonator: I slightly knew it! Earn a combo mile, no problem. Difficulty: Easy100
Turtle Rush Get a combo of 100 or more before 2 minutes on the clock. Difficulty: AverageOne million-... I mean Combos. Earning a million combo is no laughing matter. Grab these hammers and get these tortoise flying for a 1,000,000 combo in one run and this achieves your sister. Hard: AverageOne
Without Freaking Million Wow, really? You stuck around for A HUNDRED MILLION? (This is best done in unlimited mode since caps original mode comes out.) Difficulty: Difficulty &gt;&gt; other info in 'ONE HUNDRED FREAKING MILLION' &lt;&lt;in order to have this Unlock Inquiry, you need to finish
running your Combo. Either don't let it run out on its own, or don't finish it by clicking the 'End Combo Early' button in the game! This thread is a place to discuss questions for epic Combo Redux. Here is a list of the actual requests available for this tortoise-breaking game... [img] For One [/b] Earn a 20 or
higher combo, buying a maximum of one update. Difficulty: Easy [img] [/img][b]Combonator:I barely knew it! [/b] Earn a combo mile, no problem. Hard: Easy [img] [/img][b]100 Turtle Rush[/b] Get a combo of 100 or more before 2 minutes on the clock. Difficulty: Medium [img] million dollars-... I mean
Combos. [/b] Earning a million combo is no laughing matter. Grab these hammers and get these tortoise flying for a 1,000,000 combo in one run and this achieves your sister. Difficulty: Average [img] hundred freaking Million[/b] Wow, really? You stuck around for A HUNDRED MILLION? the is best done
in unlimited mode since caps original mode comes out.) Difficult: hard : bangbang:[b][i]&gt;&gt; OTHER INFO AT 'ONE HUNDRED FREAKING MILLION' REQUESTS &lt;&lt;: bangbang: In order to have this request unlock, you need to finish running your combo. Either don't let it run out on its own, or
don't finish it by clicking the 'End Combo Early' button in the game! [/I] [/b] offline daleks 3,773 posts Chamberlain posted January 18, '13 11:20pm UTC One Hundred Freaking MillionSo annoying. Honestly I don't even think this one is worth the time. It causes my computer to lag when I try to do it and it
would take too long anyway. [quote] A hundred Freaking Million [/quote]\rSo annoying. Honestly I don't even think this one is worth the time. It causes my computer to lag when I try to do it and it would take too long anyway. offline Ferret 9,342 bard post Posted 18 January, '13 11:31pm UTC I did
100,000,000.000. It took me 8 hours. Silly. I did the 100,000,000. It took me 8 hours. Silly. :) offline Rayce002 posts 135 Scribe Posts posted January 19, '13 12:49am UTC Get 100m to take a while (before my flash and I lost it), using grondsaws and very close bumpers at the bottom. Take approximately
two overlapped layers with a full layer of purpose, along with two layer winds on each side pointed down. Works well when your flow of 200 per tap Find the 100m takes a while (before my flash and I lost it), using terrain and bumpers very close to below. Take approximately two overlapped layers with a
full layer of purpose, along with two layer winds on each side pointed down. \r\rWorks properly when your flow is at 200 per pipe :) offline Reton8 3.166 King posts January 19, '13 3:01am UTC Trick is to be fast and, this important, early combo end. Also, I feel it faster at the end of the tunnel this way: 1.)
Stand near the right screen but close enough to their tortoise.2) Hit their tortoise.3.) (Don't Finish the Combo) Runs just barely in the shops. The combo ends automatically.4.) Running back in the gaming area.5.) Repeat steps 1 through 5 until satisfied. I feel the less faster to run shorter distances than
hitting the end combo button or at least I notice less lag of combo combo combo finishes by going to the shops. I did the 100,000,000. It took me 8 hours. Silly. Strange, I figured that it took 30 real 30 seconds to get 100,000 combo (and one of my best upgrade combinations). This equals 8 hours 18 min
real time to get the 100,000,000. [In the game now I'm at about 67.000.0001 hours 30 minutes of game time.] This game causes all the lag computers equally? [quote] The trick is to be fast and, this is important, end combos early. [/quote]\rAlso, I feel faster at the end of their combo this way: \r\r1.) Stand
near the screen's right, but close enough to their tortoise.\r2.) Hit the tortoise.\r3.) (Don't Finish the Combo) Runs just barely in the shops. The combo ends automatically.\ r4.) Run back to the Gaming.\r5 zone.) Repeat step 1 until satisfying .\r\rI feels faster it's running distance that runs the distance that
runs than the hit combo button or at least I noticed less lag of combo finish by going to the shop.\r\r[quote]i made the 100,000.000. It took me 8 hours. Silly. :)[/quote]\r\rStrange, I calculated that it took 30 real seconds to get 100,000 combo (with one of my best upgrade combinations). This equals 8 hours
18 min real time to get the 100,000,000. [In the game now I'm at about 67,000.000\r1 hours 30 minutes of game time.] This game causes all the lag computers equally? offline SniperRUS 6 posts Jester posted 19 January 19, '13 9:32am UTC I got combo 99 on 2 minutes LOL I got Combo 99 about 2
minutes lol offline Samium 2 constable posts posted January 19, '13 9: 44am UTC 4 hours real time, 2 hours show in-game clock... 70k kombo. 4 hours real time, 2 hours show in-game clock... 70k kombo. offline TheGadinator 1 posts Treasurer posted January 19, '13 12:54pm UTC I like what happens if
you have a charcoal on the floor bounced at high speeds between a saw and the wall. I love what happens if you have a cult on the floor bounced at great speed between a saw and the wall. offline kuffyruff 208 posts Jester posted 19 January, '13 4:20pm UTC I just earned the accomplishments of the



100m combo (took me about 6 &amp; 1/2 hours) but found that it had not been updated in my profile. If I go to the real game, however, it stated that I have in fact unlocked it. Any idea what's going on here? I recently earned the 100m combo accomplishments (took me about 6 &amp; 1/2 hours) but found
that it was not updated in my profile. If I go to the real game, however, it stated that I have in fact unlocked it. Any idea what's going on here? offline kuffyruff 208 Jester posts posted January 19, '13 4:47pm UTC Nevermind. After about an hour, my profile is updated with the posting request. Never did
that. After about an hour, my profile is updated with the posting request. offline bob0111 posts 1 Countryman posted January 19, '13 6:12pm UTC got the mill 1. Combo for seasonal reboot... im happy now got the til 1. Combo for seasonal reboot... im happy now offline Reton8 3,166 King posting 20
January, '13 12:14am UTC I recently earned the accomplishments of Combo 100m (took me about 6 &amp; 1/2 hours) but found that it hasn't been updated in my profile. If I go to the real game, however, it stated that I have in fact unlocked it. Any idea what's going on here? I still don't have the request
on my profile and I completed it last night. I made a thread on it here. [quote] I recently earned the 100m combo accomplishments (took me about 6 &amp; 1/2 hours) but found that it was not updated in my profile. If I go to the real game, however, it stated that I have in fact unlocked it. Any idea what's
going on here? [/quote]\r\rI still doesn't have the request on my profile and I completed it last night.\rI made a thread on it = here. [/url] offline dav123 105 jester posts posted 20 January 20, '13 2:23am UTC an issue is that im not not any of these requests = (a problem is that im not receiving any of these
requests = (offline bbadia 3 posts Chancellor Posts posted 20 January, '13 2:38am UTC [Earn a 20 or higher combo, purchase a maximum of one update. Difficulty: Easy]I can't find this one What to buy a maximum of one upgrade. mean? eª°co¥ éåæå°±æéº1/4æ°higher, buying a maximum of an
upgrade.\rDifficulty:Easy]\r\rI cannot find this one :(\rWhat do bu when you're updating a maximum of an update. mean? \r\reª°ca ¥ å æ å°±æ éº1/4æ°¿¿:( offline Reton8 3.166 king posts posted January 20, '13 8:56am UTC I can't find this one making buying a maximum of one update. I thought this was
moderate weird because it sounds like, with only being able to buy the maximum number or strength in one upgrade. But this is only possible for the Hammer. This means getting 20 combo or higher and using 0 or 1 and 1 only upgrade. Example: Get 20 combos after purchasing only one saw and no
other improvements. [quote] I can't find this one :(\rWhat makes purchasing a maximum of one upgrade. [/quote]\r\rI thought this was moderate odde because it sounds like, with only being able to purchase the maximum number or force in one upgrade. But this is only possible for the hammer.\rIt means
to get 20 combo or higher and using 0 or 1 and 1 only upgrade.\rExample: Get 20 combo after purchasing one has seen and no other improvements. offline TheEarthbound 1 Peasant Posts posted 20 January, '13 11:26am UTC I can't find this one What makes purchasing a maximum of one update. Buy
any color-/pipeupgrad also count... I did it with the machine gun although getting 5.000 you need for this takes some time. [quote] I can't find this one :(\rWhat makes purchasing a maximum of one upgrade. [/quote]\r\rBuying any color-/pipeupgrades also count... I did it with the machine gun although
getting 5.000 you need for this takes some time. Page 2 We can use cookies to help customize your experience, including doing analytics and serving ads. learn more
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